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About This Game

Test your reflexes, judgment and tactics while facing up to eight other players in this follow-up to the critically acclaimed and
popular arcade game Gumboy: Crazy Adventures, winner of numerous accolades including Gametunnel's GAME OF THE

YEAR 2006.
Featuring the same graphically rich, fantasy style that made the original Gumboy so captivating, Gumboy Tournament adds new
levels, bonuses, and four new multiplayer modes. Players can now compete in the furious capture the flag mode, fight to control

valuable territories, frantically collect diamonds or race through control points. All this is played out in highly complex levels
full of spiral chutes, fountains, waterways and even outer space�complete with planets and sudden gravity changes.

Multiplayer for up to 9 players on LAN, Internet, or split screen

20 stages with varied environments

4 different game modes, playable on any level

Physical simulation and new space levels based on the principle of gravity

80-level single player campaign
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Title: Gumboy Tournament
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
CINEMAX, s.r.o.
Publisher:
CINEMAX, s.r.o.
Release Date: 19 May, 2008
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English,German,Polish,Czech
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Love the music. Fantastic Sim is this!
 If you can stand working with figers and compeating with the demands for supply & the stock exchange messing around with
the prices then this is the one for you.
You will need a clear head to succed and the knowledge of heavey plant as well as the safety matters of Mining and increasing
demands for minrals!

Great Have fun!. Pure CYOA, not really "halfway between a visual novel and a point-and-click adventure" as the description
says. The writing wasn't interesting enough to hold my attention.. I enjoyed the game, good music atmasphere graphics arent bad
too dark in certain places flashlight can be annoying when running low on batteries. The first half an hour is good in the mansion
finding keys which is what you do throughout the entire game but the mansion has an extra 50 rooms or so that you cant see
from the outside.
And there is also a portal which you go through and the developers chuck everything horror they can think of to you theme park
horror carnival of horror mental asylum cemetery to name a few some of the puzzles are mind blowing so had to use youtube
for some walkthroughs as I said I enjoyed it wont play again for a very long time I am just glad I completed it by shutting down
the portal.
Thanks for reading.. Perfect for couch party!!
addictive gameplay and heavy armored bosses.
it's a lot of fun when playing with friends (throwing stool at each other).

i recomend this game. Feels like a school project that barley scraped the surface to pass the course. i really like this plane
i am not qualified to compare because i started this game with this plane and have not flown much others
for me it is easy to fly, it can be a hand full but why fly a sim when all you do is full auto pilot ? sometimes you really feel like
you have to work to maintain altitude and heading, great feel :D.

i hope one day they (caranado) will make the O-2 version with the added windows and more rugged mil. feel\/exterior\/interior
to it.
. A dull, poor man's Puzzle Quest. I only bought it because it was on sale and those PQ games were/are still at a high price point.
In this game you battle with yourself... that's it! There's no competition with the computer even in the so-called 'campaign', no
skirmish mode, no multiplayer, nothing! It's ridiculous cause even Tetris on the NES had a mode were you could battle the AI
and that was my favorite thing to do, same thing in Puzzle Quest, going through the campaign, defeating the ever increasing AI.
Also, the way you 'battle' is not intuitive as Puzzle Quest's, the way of handling the chain reactions isn't either. At the end, this is
nothing more than a sugar coated Bejeweled. Don't fall for it!. The game is dead.. Unconventional and addictive.
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First time I have played a whole game by myself. It was fairly easy to navigate, but I had to ask for hints occassionally. Once
completed it unloked a secondary game, which was very rewarding.
If you like point and click puzzle games, it is a good choice.
I was surprised how many times I had to go back to a scene already investigated , and solved, to find that it had another task to
complete.. Literally the best game I have ever played in my entire life. 10\/10.. Really good HOG. Nice and well written story
with quite some humorous elements. It was definitely worth the money.. This is a must-have game. I don't know if the
developer(s) are MIA now or planning updates, but this is a top-10 VR game, but pretty short. At $13 it's still a steal. I would
gladly pay $30+ for more content. The potential for multiplayer battles is HUGE. Love the graphics style and game play. Don't
hesitate, buy this.

Disclaimer: I bought this myself, played a while ago, just now coming back to review.. how do u access dlc
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